Introduction {#S1}
============

The vestibular labyrinth, which is composed of three semicircular canals and two otolith organs in each ear, senses angular and linear movement of the head, thereby contributing to stabilization of body balance ([@B1]). Bilateral dysfunction of the vestibular labyrinth results in dizziness, oscillopsia, and postural instability while moving the head or body.

Galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) modulates activity in vestibular hair cells and their afferents by delivering electrical current subcutaneously through electrodes placed over the mastoid bones ([@B2], [@B3]). GVS has been used to probe the vestibular system and its effects on posture and gait ([@B4]). It has been shown that GVS delivered as zero-mean current noise (noisy GVS) of an imperceptible magnitude improves various functions, such as the baroreflex function in healthy subjects ([@B5]), and autonomic and motor functions in patients with multisystem atrophy and Parkinson's disease ([@B6], [@B7]). Recently, we have shown that noisy GVS can improve postural stability in healthy subjects as well as in patients with bilateral vestibular dysfunction ([@B8]).

The rationale behind these ameliorating effects of noisy GVS is considered to be stochastic resonance (SR), which is a phenomenon wherein the response of a non-linear system to a weak periodic input signal is optimized by the presence of a particular level of noise ([@B9], [@B10]). In this phenomenon, an optimal amount of added noise results in the maximum enhancement, whereas further increase in the noise intensity only degrades detectability or information content. Previous studies have shown that an appropriate intensity of noise can magnify detection of weak subthreshold signals in a variety of sensory information such as visual ([@B11]) and auditory perception ([@B12], [@B13]). However, it has not been tested whether noisy GVS can really intensify vestibular information.

In the present study, we investigated the effects of noisy GVS on ocular vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials (oVEMPs) to bone-conducted vibration (BCV). oVEMPs reflect the function of otolith-ocular reflex, especially originated from the utricle ([@B14], [@B15]). The purpose of this study was to see whether SR-like phenomenon can be observed in the vestibulo-ocular reflex.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Subjects {#S2-1}
--------

Twenty healthy subjects (10 men, 10 women; age 25--60 years, mean age 42 ± 2.6 years) were recruited. None of the subjects reported any auditory, vestibular, neurologic, cardiovascular, or orthopedic disorders. All subjects gave written informed consent. All procedures were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the University of Tokyo Human Ethics Committee (no. 3379) and registered in UMIN-CTR (UMIN00000829).

oVEMPs to BCV {#S2-2}
-------------

The methods for recording oVEMPs to BCV have been described in detail elsewhere ([@B14], [@B15]). In brief, with the subject in a supine position, EMG electrodes were placed on the skin 1 cm below (active) and 3 cm below (indifferent) the center of each lower eyelid. The ground electrode was placed on the chin. During testing, the subject looked up approximately 30° above straight ahead and maintained their focus on a small dot approximately 1 m from their eyes. The signals were amplified by a differential amplifier (bandwidth: 0.5--500 Hz), and the unrectified signals were averaged (*n* = 50) using Neuropack Σ (Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan).

The BCV stimuli were 4 ms tone-bursts of 500 Hz vibration delivered by a handheld 4810 mini-shaker (Bruel and Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark) fitted with a short rod terminated in a bakelite cap 1.5 cm in diameter, which was placed, without pressure, perpendicularly on the forehead at the hairline in the midline (Fz). The driving voltage was 8.0 V peak to peak, and it produced a peak force level of 128 dB re 1 μN. This BCV caused a linear acceleration in the interaural axis at the mastoids with a maximal acceleration of approximately 0.4 g peak to peak as measured by linear accelerometers placed on the skin over the mastoid. The stimuli were applied five times per second, and the time window for analysis was 50 ms. Responses to 30 stimuli, which was composed of 15 stimuli in the early part and 15 stimuli in the later part, were averaged (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Protocols for application of noisy galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) and recording ocular vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials (oVEMPs) in response to bone-conducted vibration (BCV)**. **(A)** Schema of GVS and triggers for oVEMP measurement. During the early part of GVS (from 0.5 to 4 s) band noise between 1 and 4000 Hz with a flat spectrum was employed. In this example, the amplitude was 200 µA root mean square (RMS). During the later part of GVS (from 5 to 8.5 s), the waveform was inversed. The black bars at the bottom indicate the 15 triggers in each part for averaging oVEMPs. The short gray bars indicate the eight triggers used for averaging background EMG in the absence of BCV or GVS. **(B)** Magnified waveforms of GVS in the neighborhood of the oVEMP trigger. Note that the GVS in the later part is inversed. The 4 ms period after the trigger corresponds to the BCV stimulus duration for evoking oVEMPs. **(C)** oVEMP responses without GVS. **(D)** oVEMP responses after 15 triggers in the former part of noisy GVS (200 µA RMS). **(E)** Averaged oVEMP responses after 30 triggers (15 triggers in the early part and 15 triggers in the later part) of noisy GVS (200 µA RMS).](fneur-08-00026-g001){#F1}

Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation {#S2-3}
-------------------------------

Noisy GVS was applied with electrodes on the right and left mastoids by a linear isolator (DPS-560P/DPA-50, Physio-Tech, Tokyo, Japan) with digital storage for GVS waveforms, which are digital-to-analog converted at 20 Hz. Waveforms of noisy GVS and triggers for oVEMPs measurement were synthesized using MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). We used band noise GVS ranging from 0.02 to 10 Hz. The waveform of noisy GVS was composed of band noise with a flat spectrum between 1 and 4000 Hz.

To reduce the artifact caused by GVS on the waveforms of oVEMPs, we inverted the waveform of band noise in the later half of the stimulus (from 5 to 8.5 s) from the one which was used in the early half of the protocol (from 0.5 to 4 s) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In each period, 15 triggers for generating BCV were applied at 5 Hz. By averaging all the responses of oVEMPs in the early and later periods, any GVS artifact contaminating oVEMP waveforms was reduced.

The root mean square (RMS) of the amplitude of GVS used was 0, 25, 100, 200, and 300 µA. The intensities were applied in a randomized order during oVEMP recording. During each stimulus, subjects were asked whether they feel any sensation or pain caused by noisy GVS.

Data Analysis {#S2-4}
-------------

We analyzed the first negative peak (N1) with a latency of around 10 ms and the second positive peak (P1). The latency was measured from the onset of the stimulus to the peak. The amplitude of N1 was measured from the baseline to the peak, and the amplitude of N1--P1 was measured between N1 and P1.

We judged that noisy GVS had facilitatory effects on oVEMP responses when it increased the amplitude of both N1 and N1--P1 simultaneously in at least two consecutive intensities of noisy GVS relative to the control (0 µA). The optimal noisy GVS stimulus was defined as that which led to the greatest increase in N1 amplitude.

Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. The ratio of each parameter during each intensity of noisy GVS to that without GVS (0 µA) was calculated \[normalized ratio (NR)\]. The NRs of oVEMP amplitude and latencies of the responses at each GVS amplitude were compared using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance on ranks (RM ANOVA) followed by the Tukey *post hoc* test. The amplitudes and latencies of oVEMP responses measured during the control and optimal stimulation trials were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. A difference was considered significant at *p* \< 0.05.

Results {#S3}
=======

By inverting the waveform of noisy GVS in the later half of stimulus to that in the early half, artifacts generated by GVS in the responses of oVEMPs to BCV were successfully erased in 34 (from 17 subjects) of the 40 ears (85%) in our 20 healthy volunteers (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Six ears (from three subjects) in which artifacts generated by GVS could not be erased by this method were excluded from the analysis (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**An example of oVEMPs to bone-conducted vibration in which artifacts generated by noisy galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) could not be erased successfully by inverting the waveforms of noisy GVS in the later half of the stimulus from the one in the early half**. **(A)** oVEMP responses without GVS. **(B)** oVEMP responses with GVS.](fneur-08-00026-g002){#F2}

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows oVEMPs to BCV under various intensities of noisy GVS in a typical 58-year-old female subject. This subject showed an increase in the amplitude of both N1 and N1--P1 simultaneously under white noise GVS at an intensity of 50 µA, while a further increase in stimulus intensity resulted in a decrease in the amplitudes, suggesting the presence of an SR-like phenomenon (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Changes in oVEMPs to bone-conducted vibration (BCV) during application of noisy galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) in a representative subject**. **(A)** oVEMP responses to BCV during application of various intensities of GVS in a 58 year-old healthy subject. **(B)** Changes in the N1 and N1--P1 amplitudes of oVEMP responses during application of noisy GVS. In this subject, GVS at an intensity of 50 µA increased the amplitude of oVEMP responses, whereas further increases in intensity caused deterioration.](fneur-08-00026-g003){#F3}

A comparison of NRs of N1 and N1--P1 amplitudes across each intensity of noisy GVS in 34 ears revealed that noisy GVS had significant effects on the amplitude of N1 as well as N1--P1 (RM ANOVA, *p* \< 0.05; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A) and that there were significant differences between the control session (0 μA) and 100 µA GVS in both N1 and N1--P1 amplitudes (Tukey *post hoc* test, *p* \< 0.05). On the other hand, noisy GVS had no significant effects on N1 or P1 latencies (RM ANOVA, *p* \> 0.1; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Changes in the amplitude and latency of oVEMPs to bone-conducted vibration during application of noisy galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS)**. **(A)** Changes in the normalized ratio of N1 amplitude (left panel) and N1--P1 amplitude (right panel) of oVEMP responses during application of noisy GVS in 34 ears. Mean ± 1 SEM is shown. \**p* \< 0.05. **(B)** Changes in N1 latency (left panel) and P1 latency (right panel) of oVEMP responses during application of noisy GVS in 34 ears.](fneur-08-00026-g004){#F4}

Among the 34 ears, noisy GVS had facilitatory effects in 27 ears (79%). The intensity of the optimal stimulus was 127 ± 14 µA, which was significantly smaller than the threshold of sensation (283 ± 21 µA; paired *t* test, *p* \< 0.01). None of the subjects reported pain or unpleasant symptoms during or after the stimulus in this study.

The optimal intensity of the stimulus increased N1 and N1--P1 amplitude by 75.9 ± 15% and 47.7 ± 9.1%, respectively, as compared with the 0 µA session (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, *p* \< 0.05; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). On the other hand, there were no significant effects on the latencies of N1 or P1 responses (*p* \> 0.1; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Effects of the optimal intensity of noisy galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) on oVEMPs to bone-conducted vibration**. **(A)** Average (±1 SEM) of the N1 and N1--P1 amplitude without GVS (control) and with optimal intensity GVS \[GVS (+)\] across all ears in which noisy GVS had ameliorating effects (*n* = 27). \**p* \< 0.05. **(B)** Average (±1 SEM) of the N1 and P1 latencies during control and GVS (+) across all ears in which noisy GVS had ameliorating effects (*n* = 27).](fneur-08-00026-g005){#F5}

Discussion {#S4}
==========

In the present study, we have examined the effects of low-intensity noisy GVS on oVEMPs to BCV in healthy subjects and have shown that an appropriate intensity of GVS can significantly increase the amplitude of oVEMP responses while it has no significant effects on their latencies.

Noisy GVS has been shown to improve static and dynamic postural stability, probably *via* SR ([@B8], [@B16]--[@B20]). We have previously shown that noisy GVS can improve postural stability in healthy individuals as well as in patients with bilateral vestibulopathy ([@B8]). Recently, Wuehr et al. have shown that noisy GVS is also able to improve dynamic postural stability during walking in healthy subjects ([@B20]) as well as in patients with bilateral vestibulopathy ([@B19]). However, it has not been tested whether noisy GVS can intensify vestibular function.

To examine the effect of noisy GVS on vestibular function, we employed oVEMPs to BCV. oVEMPs reflects the function of the utricle and its afferents mediated by a crossed-ocular pathway ([@B14], [@B15]). oVEMPs have several advantages over other vestibular function tests such as caloric tests or cervical vestibular-evoked vestibular myogenic potentials ([@B21]), one such advantage being that oVEMPs can be recorded easily and repeatedly without discomfort or fatigue. Since oVEMPs are excitatory myogenic potentials, they can detect subtle changes in amplification of vestibular responses as compared to cVEMPs in cases such as superior canal dehiscence syndrome ([@B22]) or Meniere's disease ([@B23]).

However, we encountered a problem in recording oVEMPs under noisy GVS because GVS caused clear artifacts in the waveforms of the oVEMPs. We overcame this problem by inverting the waveform of noisy GVS in the second half of the stimulus. By averaging all the responses, we successfully reduced the GVS artifacts in the oVEMP waveforms in a majority of ears tested. The small number of ears in which artifacts could not be reduced might be due to insufficient lowering of skin resistance of the electrodes.

We applied various intensities of noisy GVS during the recording of oVEMPs to BCV and showed that an appropriate intensity of noisy GVS significantly increases the amplitude of the oVEMP responses in approximately 80% of healthy subjects. The hypothesized mechanism underlying this enhancement of oVEMP amplitude by noisy GVS is SR, in which an optimal amount of added noise results in enhancement of the information content whereas a further increase in the noise intensity degrades the content ([@B9], [@B10]). It has been shown that an appropriate intensity of noise can improve detection of weak subthreshold signals in visual ([@B11], [@B24]), auditory ([@B12], [@B13]), and tactile perception ([@B25], [@B26]). Since the vestibular system is fundamentally non-linear ([@B27], [@B28]), an appropriate intensity of noisy GVS might increase the activity of vestibular afferents by lowering the threshold of excitation through small changes in transmembrane potentials ([@B3]), leading to enhancement of oVEMP amplitudes. It is unknown why noisy GVS did not have facilitatory effects in approximately 20% of healthy subjects in this study. However, this result is consistent with our previous study that noisy GVS improved static postural stability in 76% of healthy subjects ([@B8]). It is possible that the subjects who did not show facilitatory effects of noisy GVS might already have sufficiently high vestibular function, so there might be little room for improving vestibular function.

In the present study, the optimal intensity of noisy GVS for oVEMPs to BCV was approximately 127 µA in RMS, which is smaller than the optimal intensity of the stimulus for improvement of postural stability in healthy subjects (228 µA in RMS) in our previous study ([@B8]). One possible explanation for this difference might be different sensitivity to noisy GVS between the vestibulo-ocular pathway and the vestibulo-spinal pathway. It has been shown that a higher stimulus intensity is necessary to evoke a vestibulo-spinal reflex in the leg than that in the neck ([@B29]). Another possibility is that there was a difference in the basal activities of the vestibular afferents between the oVEMPs and stabilometry recording sessions. In oVEMPs to BCV, noisy GVS modulates the activity of vestibular afferents, which are strongly activated by BCV, whereas in posturography, GVS modulates the activity of vestibular afferents, which are weakly activated by small head movements during two-legged stance tasks.

Our study has some limitations. First, we examined only oVEMPs to BCV to investigate the effect of noisy GVS on vestibular systems. It is possible that noisy GVS may have different effects on other vestibular function tests such as caloric tests or cervical VEMPs. To examine the effect of noisy GVS on vestibular afferents precisely, direct recording of the activity of vestibular afferents in animals is required ([@B30]). Second, artifacts caused by GVS could not be erased completely by reversing the noisy GVS stimulus during recording. Small artifacts of GVS which remained in oVEMP responses to BCV might have affected the precise measurement of the oVEMP responses. However, in oVEMP responses under noisy GVS up to 200 µA, the effect of artifacts was minimal in the present study. Third, we included healthy subjects only in this study. To confirm noisy GVS enhances the function of the vestibular afferents, it is favorable to include a group of patients with vestibular dysfunction. The experiment that examines the effect of noisy GVS on oVEMPs in patients with peripheral vestibular dysfunction will become the next step of our study.

In conclusion, we have shown that noisy GVS can increase the amplitude of oVEMPs to BCV in healthy subjects probably *via* SR. The results of the present study suggest that noisy GVS improves static and dynamic postural stability by enhancing the function of the vestibular afferents.
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